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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

The service oriented computing paradigm is a new model for distributed 

computing and due to its simplicity and powerful features, it is being 

popular and has a wide variety of implementation in different scenarios. 

The already built system is studies in detail, which was totally 

implemented using the Grid Technology. The idea of the current work is 

how we can implement the same functionality in the non-real time 

environment. The basic idea is to merge the web services and grid services 

to formulate the unique concept of context dependent quality of service 

(QoS) for both real time and non-real time solutions. When we merge 

these different types of services, the main focusing point is to define the 

service level agreement (SLA) when these different qualified services 

want to interact with each other. This document discusses and formulates 

the theoretical aspects, which in future work, can be consider for the 

practical implementation.  

 
Keywords: Service Oriented Computing, Distributed Computing, 

Context Based Engineering of QoS, Grid Services, 
Web services. 
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A service is defined as a provision of value in some domain [1]. As an example, let us 

consider a user who wants to pay his bill via Internet within the due date. The service he 

needs to pay his bill is the online secure transaction. Such scenario is independent of the 

provider and consumer. It does not matter whether the request is from a palm device, a 

mobile or from a laptop etc. It also does not matter whether the transaction is performed 

actually from his bank or e-money is used instead. He just needs a service to perform his 

task. We can understand the term service, which is a provision of a value. A client can be 

defined, in term of the services, as a requester of services.  

 

From down to the history, a lot of work is done to collaborate and to interact different 

computer together in the homogenous and the heterogeneous environment. Grid 

technology plays an important role in the interconnectivity of the heterogeneous 

environment for the sharing of all sorts of resources and for the view of the whole 

worldwide heterogeneous networks as a single cell.  

 

The good definition of Grid can be seen at [2] which state that “Grid computing enables 

the virtualization of distributed computing and data resources such as processing, 

network bandwidth and storage capacity to create a single system image, granting users 

and applications seamless access to vast IT capabilities”. In Grid computing, one can use 

the resources spread over the globe, having heterogeneous architectures, as a single 

resource repository and this can be accomplished by using the Open Grid Services 

Architecture (OGSA)[10].  

 

These reports will discus the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Service Oriented 

Computing (SOC), then their implementations; web services, grid services and then 

particularly within grid, the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) and the Web 

Service Resource Frame Work (WSRFW).  

 

1.1 Service Oriented Computing 
 
Service Oriented Computing is an evolution of the Distributed Computing. It works on 

the request/reply method as in the simple web applications. The beauty of its working is 
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that it can work for the both synchronous and asynchronous applications on the 

request/reply paradigm. [3]. The idea of service orientation is not a new one. All the 

distributed application developers have set up the services as part of their infrastructure 

during the Distributed application development [4]. SOA is a logical way of designing a 

software system to provide services. It is difficult, if not impossible, to convert a 

procedural application to services to either end-user applications or other services. If one 

can apply some sort of rules and guidelines to a procedural application, it can be 

converted into a service. In order to have any of the benefits of service-oriented 

architecture, the application must be designed with services in mind.   

 

There are many features that related to the SOA. First of all the application is designed 

for the service must be loosely coupled . The second thing, which is important, is location 

transparency in which the requester or the consumer of the service is unaware of the 

location of the provider of the service. Either it is being provided from one single 

platform or part of the service in served from one place and another part is served from 

another end. Others are code reusability, parallel development etc.  From the big 

application, a small part or module, which has specific property, can be presented as a 

service for the clients. When we compare the SOC with the other distributing computing 

paradigm, SOC seems to be unique due to its loosely coupled nature. That’s the 

components of SOC are non-dependent on each other. One change does not affect the 

other. If we have to change a single part, for instance to change the implementation 

detail, you do not need to change the service interface. An application's business logic or 

individual functions are modularized and presented as services for consumer/client 

applications. What's key to these services is their loosely coupled nature; i.e., the service 

interface is independent of the implementation specification. The developers, on the other 

hand, use these services without knowing the service underlying implementation detail.  

 

In the anatomy of a Service-Oriented Computing (SOC), service has a coherent and 

focusing point, which is basically a self-describing part. By using service, one can 

perform a simple application processing to a complex one. When organizations need to 

exhibit their work over the Internet (in the case of a Web Services), they use the service. 
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For the implementation of any business logic, services use some language and protocol – 

rules. Due to their loosely coupled nature, they are being popular and it seems that it will 

be the major part in the distributed computing paradigm for future. To understand the 

service, its components or interface and its interaction to the external world, consumer 

etc, Figure 1 will explain it in a better way, there are three parts; 

 

Service Provider: Service providers are the organizations that provide the service(s). 

When an organization is ready to provide a servic§e, it published its service to a service 

repository – to the external world. 

 

Service Repository: Service repository is a place which is globally available to the 

users/consumers who want to use these services and can get the service properties and its 

address, URL, where to get those services.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Users / Service Consumers: are the actual consumers of the service. They interact with 

the service repository to get the address of the service provider and then request the 

service to the service provider which then provides those services.  

 

1.2 Web Services 

 

The term Web Services is used for integrating web-based applications using XML [6], 

SOAP [7], WSDL [8], or UDDI [9]. Figure 2 explains the web service architecture. 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [7] is a lightweight protocol that supports all 

interactions between web services. SOAP utilizes an XML and provides a construct, 

which consists of message(s), can be exchanged over a variety of underlying protocols. 

SOAP exchanges information using messages. Each message consists of two parts: a 
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Figure 1.1: Service Oriented Computing Paradigm 
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header, which is optional, and a body, which is mandatory. Every SOAP message has a 

sender, an ultimate receiver, and a number of intermediate nodes that route the message 

to its destination. Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [8] is a way to describe 

the communication in a structured way by defining an XML grammar. This grammar is, 

then, used for describing the network services as a collection of communication 

endpoints and these endpoints are able to exchange messages. Universal Description, 

Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [9] is a XML  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

based distributed directory/registry for the businesses worldwide to list them on the 

Internet and let them to discover each other.  

 

1.3 Grid Services and OGSA 
 
Down from the history of the Distributed Computing; it is cleared that first the Internet, 

TCP/IP are the standards established for the link all machines together. Then to link all 

documents together, there establish some standards in the form of WWW, HTTP, HTML, 

and XML. Next level, there comes Web Services: SOAP, WSDL, UDDI, etc to link all 

applications together. Now the Grid (Grid Services) is a step towards linking machines, 

documents, applications and everything else together.  

Grid service is simply a Web service that matches to a particular set of conventions. Like 

the Web services, it also uses XML [6], SOAP [7] and WSDL [8]. 
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OGSA defines the services, and overall structure and services to be provided in grid 

environments. It gives us a common and open standards-based set of techniques to access 

various grid services using SOAP, XML, and WS Security, all are the pre-existing 

standards.  Additionally, we can add and integrate additional services (like life-cycle 

management etc). It provides a standard method to find, identify, and utilize new grid 

services. OGSA is a Service-Oriented architecture for the Grid Model of a computing 

system as a set of distributed computing patterns realized as applications/extensions of 

Web Services. It is integrated with existing platforms. OGSA is based on open standards. 

It extends and applies Web Services and standardize within the Global Grid Forum. 

OGSA is a fundamental basis for the next generation of Grid middleware, Grid 

application interface and Web Services. 

 

OGSA defines and standardizes a set of multi-purpose communication principals that can 

be combined and customized by specific clients and services to yield powerful behavior. 

OGSA defines standard interfaces for basic Grid Services. Each service has to implement 

the GridService interface to qualify as a Grid Service. This is the main problem and many 

suggestions are suggested to changing this interface by splitting its functionality [5]. In 

the scientific domain there is a need to share resources to solve common problems. This 

resource sharing should be flexible, secure, coordinated, robust, scalable measurable, 

transparent to the users. On the other hand, in commercial enterprise computing, it also 

needs to enable enterprise-wide integration and business-to-business collaboration. 

Moreover, there should be interoperable, manageable, available and extensible. [5] 

 

Grid computing is trying to address the very long list of desirable properties. The first one 

is the definition of Virtual Organizations (VO). OGSA introduces the concept of Grid 

Service Handles that are unique to a service. By the Grid Service Handle, the service may 

be identified and looked up in the HandleMap. Grid Service Handles are unchallengeable 

entities.  

 

There are some things that need to be address and to be discussed more precisely in the 

context of OGSA. The detailed discussion can be seen at [5]. Now we will discuss in a 
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short and comprehensive way about some of these issues. The first one is the problem of 

the availability. In the OGSA description, this issue is discussed but need more 

concentrations. The other problem of the scalability in terms of the implementation and 

deployment of the OGSA. Service integration within VOs and with each other is still a 

big problem in OGSA that need to be addressed. Security has a key concern in the 

distributed environment and need to be addressed more precisely. In short, [5] listed and 

explains the work to be needed in some areas of OGSA like availability, scalability, 

security, measurability, robustness etc. 

 

1.4 WS- Resource Framework  
 

Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI) is a formal specification of the concepts, which 

are described by the OGSA. The Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) has 

superseded OGSI. The goal of WSRF is to evolve the grid architecture so that it will be 

more clearly aligned with the general evolution of Web services. These specifications 

will allow the services to be based completely on standard Web services instead of 

defining a new type of grid service.  

 

WS-Resource Framework addresses the problem of availability, scalability and security 

while OGSA lack of it [11]. The further study should be on the WS – Resource 

Framework. 

 

1.5 Virtual Mass Storage System 
 

Virtual Mass storage System (VMSS) [18,23] – a Grid project by the CIIT Wah Research 

wing [19] started and its main aim to share the free available resources for the huge 

storage of data like the other storage resources sharing project [20, 21] in its first step. 

The idea is that there many storage spaces available on local area network (LAN) in the 

universities of Pakistan which can polled out via Grid technology in order to be shared 

among the interested users/clients.  The prototype of this model was established and now 

a days the updated version of VMSS prototype is under progress as the first prototype 

was checked and subjected to some critical changes and improvement as system need 
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change while testing in the real time scenario. This is the current status of VMSS Project 

by CIIT Wah, Pakistan. The anatomy of the VMSS is the it consist of three main layers 

as follows: 

• VMSS Server: 

• An Index Server (like MCAT) 

• Donor Manager 

• Donor/Client Machine 

On the server, there will be a grid service that manages the communication and providing 

the resources to be shared. It will interact with the index server to maintain the links 

between the resources and their providers. It also maintains the clients requesting the 

resources. An Index Server (just like the master catalogue Server - MCAT) maintains a 

directory of the resources offered. The Donor Manager will be a machine maintaining the 

list of resources on a single LAN and communicating it to single VMSS server. There are 

numerous donor managers are exist and for each LAN, there will be a single donor 

manager. The Donor is a particular machine on a LAN that offers a particular resource 

that is in this case, storage. The whole detailed anatomy is discussed in the figure 1.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
              

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: A VMSS Environment [23] 

1.6 Own contribution and guidance for the reader 
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My own contribution is the study of the system which provide the resource provision like 

VMSS and the formalized a way for the such type of system that can be operated for the 

non – real time resource provision using the web services technology.  

 

I studied in detail about the VMSS current architecture and its key factors with the 

context based QoS and then formulized a way for the non – real time resource provision, 

not only for a specific system, but also for such type of systems that provide such type of 

resource provision.  

 

In the non real-time scenario, I also discussed the method for the engineering of the QoS 

for the chain of services. The chain of services can b achieved by the combining of these 

services in some specific way, as discussed in the chapter 4. The most important factor 

during the engineering of such type of services is the contents of the service level 

agreement (SLA).  I studied and formulized a way for the resource provision using the 

web services to the already present architecture either by amending the basic services to 

extend it for the web services or formulized a way that these services can be combined to 

interact with the external environment.  

 
Chapter 2 discuss about the challenges that re going to be address in his document. 

Chapter 3 discus about the details of the systems which are going to be studies. Chapter 4 

discuss the different aspects and finding on the basis of the chapter 2 challenges. Chapter 

5 discuss about the concluding remarks and the future work. 
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2 
Challenges 
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In this chapter, several basic topics that are the building block of the research questions 

will be discussed. The building blocks of this chapter are real time systems, QoS and 

Security. The first and the most important one is the QoS in terms of communication. The 

complete features and the detail of the traditional QoS will be addressed in this topic. The 

next is the security in the communication context. The traditional security aspects and the 

way it is implemented are discussed under this topic. By these discussions, we will 

formulate the concept of the Modern QoS in the real time scenario and in the non-real 

time applications.  

 

2.1 Real Time Systems 
 
First look at the real time process that delivers the result of the processing in a given span 

of time. In the real time systems, the deadline of time is important. A process in the real 

time system must meet the deadline. There are two sorts of deadlines; the soft deadline, 

which is not critical if the process sometimes, missed the deadline and the hard deadline 

in which the system fails if the deadline is missed and hence it is critical one. When we 

look into the characteristics of the real time system, there are three main points as given 

below; fast response that is predictable, schedulability which must be of high degree and 

stability of the system even the transient over load occurs. When we look into the details 

of these characteristics, we will find a number of other characteristics like fast context 

switching, non-blocking of the real time tasks, guaranteed response time, short interrupt 

delays etc. 

 

2.2 Quality of Service  
 
What is the Quality of Service (QoS)? There are numerous definitions exist with respect 

to the context. Some are related to the communication in general and some are related to 

the specific communication techniques. The CISCO [12] defines in terms of the general 

communication service with respect to the bandwidth, latency and jitter that are applied 

for the specified sort of data [13]. A number of other definitions of the QoS exist on the 

web [14,15] and all of them describe it as a quality provided with some sort of assured 

manner.  
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The traditional QoS in the communication networks is refers to a broad collection of 

technologies and techniques of networking. The goal of QoS is to guarantee on the ability 

of a network to provide the supposed results. There are many elements of the QoS but the 

main includes the following [16]: 

 

• Availability in terms of up time 

• Bandwidth in terms of throughput  

• Latency in terms of delay 

• Error rate  

• Security  

• Human factors in terms of user interfaces etc  

 

The main focus of the traditional QoS is on performance. The best the performance is, the 

good is the QoS. When we study the single element of availability in terms of QoS we 

see that availability refers to the overall "uptime" of the system or specific features of the 

system. For example, a network may be "available" for use if its all components are 

running well or an application is available if its loaded into the memory and running 

stably. While related to availability, there is another concept called reliability. A perfectly 

reliable system will also enjoy the 100% availability. When failures do occur, availability 

can be affected. Serviceability affects availability as well, in which failures can be 

detected and repaired more quickly, meaning less downtime per incident on average.  

 

Factor affecting the QoS in the communication networks in the real time systems should 

be discussed and critical as well but we first look into the level of QoS in terms of 

layering. If we divide any real time system into the user level, application level, system 

level and the lower level; Network level or device level, then each level has its own QoS 

in terms of work that level has to be performed. The most critical one is system level QoS 

and the network level QoS and all these described here. The system level QoS deals with 

the CPU, memory and communication requirements. The memory requirement deals with 

the space availability, need of swapping, access time, cycle time etc while the 
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communication level requirements deal with the packet size, rate, bandwidth, end-to-end 

delay etc. when we examine the network level QoS, it deals with the Link capacity, Link 

utilization, node service time, periodic delays, packet loss or drop, propagation delay and 

a number of other parameters. If we categorize the QoS In terms of services, there will be 

following three classes: 

 

• Guaranteed Service 

• Predictive Service 

• Best effort Service  

 

The guaranteed service reveals the fact of guaranteed of the service provision which the 

predictive service depends upon bounds which can be measured from the past network 

behavior or history. The best effort service has no guaranteed about the QoS. In the real 

time systems, we will study which sort of class can be implemented in a specific 

scenario.  

 

2.3 Role of Security  
 
A system can be secure if it is not accessed, addressed change and leak from out side by 

the person who is not authorized to use it. Security plays an important role and is being a 

hard topic in the future. If a system is a close system, which is not open to external 

environment, the chances of security will be high and risks are minimum. Unfortunately 

most of the systems are open system; they interact with their environment like business 

solution over Internet, military services etc. Hence they need to be secure. Today, there is 

more than 90% of the business, either by end user or by the big enterprise, is done 

digitally. A lot of effort is made to secure the communication in the peer entities like 

IPSec [17] etc. the traditional security policy means hide everything from the user and 

allocate the access only to the authorized components. This thing will need an extra work 

to be done within the system, which cost a lot in terms of time, processing delay etc. It 

becomes more critical if we use the real time systems.  The detail discussion is on the 

next section.  
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2.4 Collecting together: QoS and Security 
 

The traditional QoS more focus on the performance. Better the performance is, better the 

QoS. It is a case with traditional security, which more focus on the hiding of everything 

from the user. Although thy want authorized user to access the specific information or 

resource but still the concentration and the over all picture depicts the security, to secure 

everything from others. These are the traditional methods.  

 

The modern QoS should be the context dependent, the choices of performance and the 

security depend upon the context that are being addressed. Some applications demand the 

better performance; High performance while the others focus on the how much the 

addressed system is secure for them.  This is called context based QoS in term of Security 

and Performance. In context based QoS, the dependability is upon the demand of the 

service which is needed. 

 

2.3 Challenges 

 

Challenges are relevant to the two domains. One is with respect to the real time 

environment like Grid technology and other is non-real time like web services. First we 

discuss the real time scenario on which the VMSS was sketched. Following are the 

challenges that are to be addressed; 

 
2.3.1 Context 1 
 
Context one addresses the real time environment; we can call it dependent on the Grid 

technology. Since using the VMSS, we have the availability of excess of resources like 

resource sharing using the massive storage capabilities; the key challenges in the real 

time (for example grid services) are listed below: 

 

a. Integrity of Data 

b. Availability of data 

c. Consistency of data 
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d. Security of the data 

 

The agreement between client/customer and the provider on QoS will have a broad area 

since it addressed the whole environment, not the specific domain, but the above 

mentioned key challenges only address technical specification of the security, not the as a 

whole environment. The research questions that can be addressed with respect to these 

key challenges are as under; 

1. How the system can be monitored? Who will monitor it? How it can be assured 

that the system is secured and performing well? 

2. What are the measuring units? (in terms of hits, misses, lack down, number of 

connections etc) 

 
2.3.2 Context 2 
 
The second context addressed non – real time environment, we can call it dependent on 

the web services technology. Since using the VMSS, we have the availability of excess of 

resources like resource sharing using the massive storage capabilities using the grid 

technology; the key challenge in the non – real time (web services) is the “extension of 

basic services as Web services”. With this challenge, the key questions are listed below: 

 

1. How the combination of new hybrid chain (grid and web services) can be 

achieved?  

2. How the maintaining QoS for chain of services can be obtained? 

3. What are the key factors for the competition of the services (behind the scene)? 
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3 
Case Studies 
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In this chapter, the literature and the implementation used for the result are discussed. 

The primary focus of this chapter is the literature. The main important part of this 

research is the actual project of Virtual Mass Storage System (VMSS) [18,23] which is 

the focusing project in this report. We will explain in detail about the VMSS and its 

components and its building blocks that are to be analyzed both from security prospect 

and from the QoS prospects view.  

 

3.1 Virtual Mass Storage System (VMSS) 
 

The VMSS is based on the core idea of the Grid Technology, that is, to share the spare 

resources that an owner is willing to share through Internet. Through VMSS, the target is 

to share the huge resources available to be shared or lying free in the computer labs of 

different universities.  

 

3.1.1 Background of VMSS  
 

The plan was to begin the implementation initially from the 5 CIIT campuses and then 

later will be to other universities of Pakistan. The VMSS project implements an 

environment that provides a base for sharing the following resources available on 

different universities LANs: 

 

1. Data in the form of files in different formats (later this idea will be enhanced to 

include the legacy databases as well) 

2. Free disk space available on different client machines of a LAN 

3. Storage medium of any type  

4. The idea may be enhanced to any type of I/O device 

 

The main difference between a normal Mass Storage Device (like SRM) and the VMSS 

is that rather than deploying mass storage device explicitly to be shared, VMSS utilizes 

the disk space available in bits and pieces in different LANs (specially universities’ 

LANs) and creates a huge virtual disk available to be shared. Like many other countries 

where higher education institutions are linked through high-speed fiber networks (like 
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JANET in UK), Pakistani universities have also been linked under the PERN project 

[22]. Hence the basic infrastructure required for the VMSS is already present that 

includes; 

 

1. Computer Labs linked through LANs, having huge resources available to be 

shared in the form of different documents and storage space 

2. Fast speed link between universities 

3. Grid technology infrastructure 

4. Adoption of open web standards by the Grid technology 

 

The last two factors increase the probability of acceptance of VMSS approach by the 

research community at large.  

Most of the Pakistani university’s computer labs operate in Windows or Linux based 

LAN environments, where client machines are being used mainly to host application 

programs. The user’s data is stored on a common disk managed by the server machine.   

Most of the disk space at the client machines lies unused. For example, at CIIT Wah 

campus we have a LAN of approximately 200 PCs; these client PCs are fitted with a hard 

disk of 40 GB on average. However, on most of them hardly 5 to 10 GB is practically 

used, since users’ data is stored on storage with server machines. This leaves 60 to 70 

percent of disk space on each machine unused, free and if we could establish a setup 

where this free space can be combined then we can virtually establish a huge disk 

available to be shared.  

The Grid technology is already addressing issues of sharing free resources on the web. 

We have opted to establish the VMSS on the principles of Grid due to the following 

reasons: 

 

• The basic idea behind VMSS is closely related to the idea of Grid technology, that 

is, sharing of free resources. 

• It gives us guidelines to establish the basic structure of our work from the very 

start 
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• The work gets the support of huge R&D activity in the Grid community that will 

help in the acceptability of the work 

• Since the Grid technology is based on the open standards of the web, it becomes 

popular and firewall friendly. 

• The issues like security, authentication, and data transfer get support from the 

work on these issues by the Grid community. 

 

The huge storage resources established through VMSS can be made available to the users 

at large through the Internet. The VMSS is established on the guidelines of Grid 

technology to cater the issues like security, authentication, file transfer etc. The Grid 

middleware that we are using for a prototype of VMSS is Globus. The Globus is selected 

due to wide acceptance of Globus middleware in different Grid based projects and also 

due to huge support/material available on the Globus. 

 

3.1.2 Architecture of VMSS 
 

When we see the architecture of VMSS (Figure 1.3), we see there are four layers.  Each 

layer has its own functionality and interaction to its upper layer. These layers also 

indicated the division of work among these layers at every level. The main lowest layer is 

the Donor layer. A service is running on each client machine which is when wakeup, 

send awake notification to its upper manager (Donor Manager or DM). Then it published 

its resources, which are available, added or deleted to the DM and then synchronized its 

resources with DM. The upper layers, DM, will when invoke send an awake notification 

to the upper layer, the server (VMSS Server).  

 

DM will also synchronize its resource list to its lower layer, the Donor, and its upper 

layer, the VMSS Server. The server then update its list as per reported by the specific 

DM.  

 

When any user needs a resource, it request it resources to the VMS server. The indexing 

server will search the resources and the specified list of resources is sent back to the user. 
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If user wish to access that resource, it will request the specific resource from the VMSS 

server and the VMSS contact the specific Donor Manager (DM) and the DM will contact 

the specific Donor(s) and the resource is pulled from the Donor to the DM and then from 

the DM to the VMSS and finally to the user. This is a complex scenario and the prototype 

is also implemented to check its availability and functionality and the result are 

satisfactory at the level of prototype.  

 

The VMSS was the main literature studied during the thesis. The others include in the 

context of VMSS are specification of security, QoS, Web Services and related material. 

In the following section, the detail of the study implementation is discussed keeping in 

mind the resource sharing system called VMSS but as a study. Our this study will be in 

general to all such type of systems that provided the resources to the external world.  

 

3.2 The Implementation  
 

During the implementation process, Virtual Mass Storage System (VMSS) will be 

particularly discussed but the overall goal is to study the systems like VMSS, providing 

the resources to the external world. Our aim is to propose the scenario for the resources 

providing systems like VMSS. The study is in the in depth knowledge and engineering of 

the aspects of QoS like integrity of data, availability of data, consistency of data and sort 

of QoS implemented in VMSS; either guaranteed services or predictive and best effort 

service model for VMSS. The detail description of these issues along with their result in 

the real time scenario will be discussed and the way is formalized for the achievement of 

better QoS for the real time environment provided in VMSS. Moreover, the study of 

Security related to VMSS is studies and also important too.  

 

There are two scenarios for the VMSS we can see and will study. One is the real time that 

totally depends upon the Grid Technology (using the OGSA) and the second thing that 

will be being purposed is to use the normal simple services as a Web services. This 

extension of basic services as a Web services lies in the category of non-real time 

scenario for resource offering in VMSS. Since the overall working is the study of the 
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literature and the system review, hence it is the qualitative research approach that is going 

to be studied in this system. 
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4 
Discussion and Findings 
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In this chapter, there are two parts; discussion and then findings. The discussion is related 

to the available architecture of VMSS and the study of different parameters related to the 

different contexts discussed in section 2.3.   

 

First context is the available architecture of VMSS – the Grid infrastructure.  The second 

aspect is the proposed one in which the creation of the web services from the different 

services will be discussed.  

 
4.1 Real-time resource provision 
 
The present architecture of VMSS supports the real time resource provision using the 

grid technology. In this section, we will study the detail description of VMSS structure 

using the Grid Technology. What are the good aspects of the VMSS architecture? As the 

prototype was tested [23] when the architecture of VMSS was subjected for the real 

world, hence the detail study of the present architecture is studied and discussed below.  

 

When we studied deeply, we see that the prototype of VMSS was tested for the real 

world. It uses the OGSA [10] as a basic and the whole architecture totally lies on it. The 

discussion in chapter 1 also reveal the fact that the use of OGSA was not good as it has 

many shortcomings [5] and instead of using the OGSA, the web service resource frame 

work (WSRFW) [11] should be used as a basic structure. What are the reason and factors, 

we will study in the following sections.  

 
4.1.1 QoS in real time resource provision. 
 
The traditional QoS lies on the provision of something at a higher speed with accuracy in 

the domain of a communication while the QoS has a number of factors depending upon 

the context as we discussed in the chapter 2.  These factors affect the overall working 

capability, functionality and throughput of the system. Each of these factors is studies in 

the following section with the context of our own system. 
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4.1.1.1 Resource Availability  
 

The first factor is the availability of the data. What is surety that data is available all the 

time? If the required machine is malfunctioning or broken disk or network disconnection, 

what is the remedy of these problems? VMSS does not address these problems. The basic 

structure shows that it stores the data on the machines, which are also used for some other 

purpose. How the availability of data can be sure if the administrator of the machine does 

not want allow or blocks the communication for a while in the VMSS environment? 

These all problem and their remedies should be addresses in the VMSS architecture. This 

is the worst case of the availability of data and our system does not address this issue. 

 

The second case is that if the data is available and ready to provide to the authorized user, 

the authentication will be discussed later on in the following sections. The user wants to 

store or retrieve of data through/from VMSS. During this process, the data is temporarily 

stored in three places as shown in the architecture of VMSS. First at the DM site, and 

then at the VMSS server site as data from the donor to the user will travel from the donor 

to the DM and then DM to the VMSS Server and then from VMSS Server to the user. 

This is also shown in the figure 4.1. At the both site, at DM and VMSS server site, data is 

stored temporarily in buffers and for each transformation, there will be multiple channel 

to transfer a single file.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1:  Data storage at DM and VMSS Server site during the data transformation 
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discussed earlier, and for each user, there will be multiple connections per 

transformation, resulting the havoc result under the peak situation or it will be about to 

crash.  

 
4.1.1.2 Resource Integrity  
 

The architecture and the present structure of heavy systems like VMSS address 

efficiently the integrity of the data. The checks for the validity and provision of data with 

the synchronous at every aspect and at each interval of time, regardless of the data is 

present or not, is a good effort for the resource sharing environment.  There is an always 

a home for the improvement and therefore by using WSRFW [11], this integrity can be 

improved and better and can be achieved in a better way with respect to the future 

prospects and it will also affect on the availability of the data as well.  

 
4.1.1.3 Resource Consistency 
 
There is an abstraction in each layer of VMSS and each layer interacts with another layer 

through interface specified in each layer for the interaction to one another. This higher 

level of abstraction shows the independence of data present and it leads to the level of 

working capability as well as the data consistency. This is depicted in the figure 2.1.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.2:  Layer Abstraction defined in VMSS Architecture  
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single instance of data present, hence lose of machine or failure leads to the whole 

structure down. Data in VMSS is consistent due to the record of transaction at the higher 

level; the VMSS Server as each transaction and its interaction to the external world is 

done through the higher level. No internal detail and internal communication complexity 

are addressed to the users. Hence it leads the higher level of data consistency as there is 

single point of interaction to the external world.  

 
4.1.1.4 Other factors  
 

The system can be monitored by an automatic process with the log generation as the 

present system is addressing it. The administrator is able to perform the manipulation 

operation but it is accountable. System log are unaltered data stored in the encrypted 

format which is part of VMSS structure. The success rate, that VMSS measure, is the 

number of successful hits in the resource provision. With respect to the QoS, this is 

enough warrant and not to discuss in detailed.  

 
4.1.2 Security in real time resource provision. 
 
The traditional QoS lies on the provision of something at a higher speed with accuracy in 

the domain of a communication while the QoS has a number of factors depending upon 

the service and context being addressed. In the VMSS architecture, the resources being 

offered are available to the user/clients. In this scenario, the user who want to store the 

data first be authorized, the single authorization in the VMSS structure lead to security 

flaw. Since OGSI [10] has also flaws [5] that should be addressed in such type of systems 

but the most critical one is the single authorization for the whole system. Moreover the 

abstraction at the different level make this whole system is being a bit secure since all the 

communication to the external world is addressed by the VMSS Server.  

 
4.2 Non-Real Time Resource Provision  
 
The system addressed in this discussion is VMSS which is totally based upon the Grid 

technology, a real time resource provision in the addressed system. Never all the 

applications as well as the user required the real time resource provision, but some times 

they need data with higher degree of accuracy as well as secure and independent of the 
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higher speed. Here in this section, we will discuss about the extension of basic services as 

a web services. But first we have to identify the basic services and then we will discuss 

about their extension to the web services with the context of availability as well as the 

confidentiality in a low speed (context dependent) user or client. This is actually the 

engineering of the context dependent QoS for the non real time resource provision 

systems.  

 
4.2.1 Basic Services  
 
The basic services in the system like VMSS for the resource provision are those which 

are the building blocks of the system and are the most fundamental set of services present 

within the system. These services include the following basic and important services as 

components of the VMSS system.  

 

• Resource listing   

• Resource storage 

• Resource accessing/provision 

 

This is also shown in the Figure 4.4. The resource provision addresses the detailed list to 

the external world for the data stored in VMSS system. The resource storage addresses 

the grid services that are used for the storage of resources from the client to the VMSS 

system while the resource provision or accessing from the VMSS system to the client is 

another grid service that deal with such services.  

 

4.2.2 External World Interaction 
 
These basic services will interact with the external world as web services is the major 

topic of discussion. These services lies in VMSS as basic services and these services are 

provided using the grid technology within the system. The client should also a Grid client 

to uses these services. We want to extend our system to the non grid technology, running 

backbone as a Grid technology. For this purpose, we have to use the web services as a 

front end for the interaction to the external world and those web services internally 
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communicate with the grid services, hence running the mixture of different services. The 

next section will discuss this addressed topic.  

 
4.2.3 Extension of basic services 
 
These basic services can be extended as a web services for the external environment. 

There are two possibilities; first is that use these services as a separate system for the 

resource provision and the second is that create some services which interact with the 

basic services to create the another front end with non real time functionality. Figure 4.3 

depict the way and structure of the extensions as well as discuss some sort of factors to be 

addressed in this scenario.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.3:  Extension of Services with some factors to be addressed  
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Figure 4.4:  Basic services are common in both architectures (proposed)  

 
The interaction is made on the service level or on the specified client level. In the figure 

4.4, the first scenario is related to placement of the Web services as a part of the Grid 

environment. This scenario is a bit hard and a bit complex one. The service level 

agreement section will discuss in detail about the agreement between these services. The 

second scenario is that the web services are independent and will interact to the grid 

services at one end and interacts with the user as well. In this scenario, it acts as a bridge 

between the grid services.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5:  Two scenarios for the implementation of chain of services web and Grid Services  
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The following section will discuss about the service level agreement, with respect to the 

scenario depicted in the figure 4.5   

 
4.2.3.1 Service Level Agreement  
 

Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a formal written agreement made between the service 

provider and the service consumer [25]. It is a basic concept in the management of IT 

Service. The SLA itself defines the basis of understanding between the two parties for 

delivery, type, and parameters of the service itself.  SLA document can be quite complex, 

and the contents will vary according to the nature of the service, but usually includes a 

number of core elements [24]. SLAs are most common for provision of IT services, 

particularly Internet services. Generally, a SLA should contain the definition of a 

specified level of service, support options, incentive for service levels exceeded and/or 

penalty for the non provision of the predefined level defined for the services.  

 

Quality management will try to improve the quality of service, whereas the SLAs will try 

to keep the quality and guarantee the quality to the consumer. For the maintenance of 

QoS for the chain of services, the SLA must address the following entries: 

 

• What sort of services that we are going to offer. There are total three services as 

discussed in figure 4.4  

• What sort of data exchanged during the service interaction with the specific 

interface. The provision of data, information and/or message from the grid 

services to the web service or vice versa and also the interfaces 

• In the SLA, the performance management deals with the measuring and 

monitoring the service level agreement. Every service must be measured and the 

results can be analyzed and reported. The SLA must specify the benchmark. Both 

parties must review the performance.  

• In case of any problem, there must be a process to handle such events. Logs must 

be maintained for this process.  
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• The service quality must be reviewed and addressed. The context is the 

availability, integrity, and consistency in terms of the provision of the services to 

the end users.  

• Security is a critical part of SLA. The interfaces should be defined and there must 

be abstraction of the internal details of the both type of services.  

• Data exchange between each service must use the feasible way. For example if a 

service provide data too fast that is hard to handle or get by another service, there 

must be remedy or solution for such incidents. As the grid services are too fast 

while web services are bit slower.  

• Disaster recovery has the critical importance and should be reflected within the 

agreement 

• The semantic of SLA is also important as the technical detail is not only the 

sufficient, the behavior of SLA is also important from the future point of view and 

it must be concentrated. 

 

As we have discussed some of the SLA topics. These are not limited and number of 

standard section of SLA also exist and can be addressed. The key important factors are 

the message, data or information exchange between the services, the security risk and 

their over all affect on the performance – the QoS. 
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5 
Conclusion and further work 
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In this chapter, the commentary about he whole discussion in the form of conclusion is 

presented which will be followed by the further work related to this discussion.  

 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
 

Service oriented computing is an evolution of distributed computing and it is considered 

as a major part in the distributed computing paradigm for future. Web services and grid 

services are the major building blocks with respect to the scenario. Our discussion was 

subjected to engineering of a context dependent QoS in the real time and non real time 

scenario. The system studied for the reference was VMSS but the results can be applied 

to any resource provision system. The present VMS structure, its provision of services in 

the context of different factors related to the QoS and monitoring and the measuring units 

are discussed. The main focusing part of this discussion to define the chain of hybrid 

services achievement and the maintaining of QoS for this chain of services. Moreover we 

also discuss in detail about the relation of availability and confidentiality.  

 

It is analyzed and discussed in detail that the service level agreement (SLA) has to be 

defined for such chain of services. The SLA will address the both issues; the functional 

part of such chain of services as well as the QoS component for achieving and 

maintaining the desired quality in term of context defined. This applies not only to the 

VMSS but also to all sorts of resource provision systems.  To compete a service in a real 

time environment, it is critically important to have a SLA that address the QoS in terms 

of context focused and detailed reviewed for future prospects. The semantic of SLA is 

also important to study and defined. 

 

 
5.2 Further work  
 
The further work related to this discussion is the practical testing of the idea being 

presented through out this document. The theoretical discussion is useless unless there is 

a real time investigation as well as testing is performed.  
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The further work can be the creating of a prototype for the testing purpose. The result 

should be further studied and investigated to reflect the progress in the specified context 

based scenario. And if the result is successful and overall work if fruitful, then there 

should be no delay for practically implementation.  
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